4th International Yoga Day celebrations at DARPG

As part of the celebration of the 4th International Yoga Day, the Department of Administrative Reforms & Public Grievances organized many activities as a run up of the main event on 21st June, 2018 in its premises at Sardar Patel Bhawan.

The Department conducted Yoga Classes for the active participation of the employees. Yoga classes were conducted by Yoga Guru, Dr. Satinder Singh on common yoga asanas which witnessed enthusiastic participation of employees. Daily activities undertaken by this Department are also posted on Social Media Accounts i.e. Twitter and Facebook of DARPG. The Department shared Prayer and Common Yoga Protocol videos on Social Media Platforms of Ministry of AYUSH in the Social Media Accounts i.e. Twitter and Facebook of DARPG for wider dissemination of the invaluable information to benefit the various strata of population for their well-being.

The Yoga publicity material from Ministry of AYUSH was distributed to the employees and posters of celebration of 4th International Day of Yoga on 21st June, 2018 were displayed in the premises of DARPG for wider dissemination. Celebration of International Day of Yoga on 21st June, 2018 at various locations in Delhi notified to all employees of the Department and also uploaded in the e-Office Notice Board of the Department.
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